Information about the Final Exam

CSE 457
Spring 2012
Final exam date/time: Thursday, June 7, 8:30-10:20am

Place: Our regular classroom (EEB 037)

Format: Closed book, closed notes

Material:

Covers everything through parametric surfaces
(no subdivision, animation, or Fourier transform principles).

I will ask about material covered in lecture. I will not ask about material covered in the book that isn’t covered in lecture.

You can use homeworks and summaries at end of lectures as a guide for what you should know.

Extra office hours:

I’ll hold a final exam office hour:
• Wednesday, June 6, 11:00-12:00pm
• Room CSE 624 (6th floor, near my office)

Drop in and ask questions!

This slide is linked from the lectures web page.